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1. I n t r e d u c t i o n

Modern cosmology was born after Einstein ' " formulated

gravitational theory based on General Relativity and Friedman

'2' found nonstationary solution of the Einstein equations o

Einstein being the first who put forward the idea of cosmolo-

gies! application of his equations was however discouraged

by the absence of stationary Solutions in coemological

situation* So get rid of this "shortcoming* Einstein proposed

to generalise the equations by adding so called cosmologies!

term '3' which could stabilise the universe* However it

soon became clear that the universe indeed expanded in accor-

dance with Friedman's predictions* 3 M s was announced by

Hubble '*' who discovered the flowing away of distant astro-

nomical objects with the speed proportional to the distance

to the». She next natural step, stimulated by the theory of

primordial nucleosynthesis, was the formulation by Gamow '*'

of the hot universe model* She latter became a respectful and

well established coemological model after discovery of the

relic electromagnetic background made by Pensias and Wilson

' ' • She detailed calculations of light nuclei synthesis

made by Fowler, Hoyle and Wagoner "'greatly supported the

status of the hot model sine* the results were in excellent

agreement with astronomies! observations* The most impressive
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of these was the coincidence with the da «a of He* abundance

which was a difficult point for other cosmologioal models.

She triumphal success of the Friedman cosmology even

more emphasises the fact that the underlying hypotheses are

completely weird. I do not aaan of course the theoretical

foundations (mainly General Relativity); there are few of

them and they are тегу beautiful, the specific reaves of the

model parameters and the initial conditions which determines

the evolution of our world that is what makes one feel un-

easy. Hamely the initial state locked тегу much like vacuim

and the parameters were chosen with an extremely high

precision. If this were not the case the universe would look

quite different with no condition for life at least in our

understanding of the world. One could think that the Creator

took special care to make comfortable conditions for our

existence looking after almost all from 10
8
 particles in the

risible part of the world. She circumstance gives rise to the

so called anthropic principle which in its strong form reads:

the very our existence is the answer to the question on the

properties of our universe. If the universe were slightly

different such a question could not be put because

no curious (as well as noncurious) creature would exist to

put it. She anthropic principle being true, no job is left

for a physicist. That*в why one seeks for another explanation

of these eternal cosmologies! problems, trying to find a

model in which the universe evolves to the present state aors

ot less independently from the initial conditions obeying only

laws of fundamental physics. In recent years a considerable

progress in eleaentary particle physics opened a way to do
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that. Correspondingly cosmology is reaching a new and higher

level: fundamental eoonologieal parameters formerly taken

from observations or considered as a result of specific initial

conditions now hopefully can be calculated. One should not

think of course that all cosmological problems are solved.

There are plenty of difficulties on the way and probably the

final solution will be quite different from the variants which

are considered now. Anyway the possibility to understand the

specific initial conditions in our "best of all possible

worlds" seems to be at hand now.

The paper is organised as follows. In section II e short

review of cosmological data, which are of Interest in wbat

follows.is presented. In section III the fundamental cosmolo-

gical problems are considered and possible ways of their

solutions are outlined* In sectionlT the Inflationary universe

model, with which the bulk of the recent progress is connected,

is discussed in some detail. The results of this presentation

are summarised In conclusion.

II. S h e u n i v e r s e t o d a y ( m a i n l y

o b s e r v a t i o n a l d a t a )

1. № • universe expansion is undoubtful now. Probably un-

doubtful is also the Bubble law '*' i.e. proportionality bet-

ween toe velocity I/ of a remote astronomical object and the

distance to it t :

Perturbations of these general law due to peculiar motion of

separate galaxies or their claaters are of course possible.

Less reliable is the numerical value of the Hubble constant H.



Majority of recent observations '
8
' give H around 100 km/sec.

,/HfK but twice lower value is also presented. " . Claims in

favour of larger value of H seem impressive and, if not the

data on the universe age (see below subsection 6), they could

dominate the public opinion pool*

2. Whether the universe ezpaneion will last forever or

stop and turn into contraction is determined by the ratio of

the average energy density in the universe to the so called

critical density:

where Q- is the gravitational constant, Q 3 №p «

= (1,22
o
10

1 9
 GeV)""

2
 *>, and h

1 0 0
 - H/(100 km.see^mps"

1
). If

Ль>1»
 t h e

 universe is closed, and somewaen in future it will

start to contract* If Si, 4 1 the universe is open and

the expansion will never stop. The special case of o C » 1

corresponds to the spatially flat, euclidean universe.

She value of energy density, measured through its gravi-

tational effects,now is believed to be more or less around

0,3 p
c
 '

1 0
' giving evidence in favour of the open universe

the accuracy being not sufficient however. Surprisingly the

directly observed amount of luminous matter and of the matter

in intergalaetic gas is an order of magnitude smeller: о2,^
ф

We use here the natural system of inits where the speed of

light, the Planck constant, and the Boltzman constant are

equal to unity: с * h » к » V* With this convention tempe-

rature, mass, and energy have the sa<ae dimensionality of in-

verse length or. which is the same, inverse tine. For example

the proton mass flVia equal: »»,«940 MeV « ю " к • (2»1*%
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Index В here shows that this value of tit» corresponds

to the usual baryonie (that is made of protons and neutrons)

matter. She discrepancy between tit» found by the dynamics

of galaxies and tCog ie known as the problem of a hidden

mass of the universe ' . One could think that by some un-

known reason a considerable part of the usual baryonic natter

esoaped modern observations. However the data on deuterium

abundance in the universe as wall as the theory of galaxy

formation make it hardly probable. The most popular now is

the point of view that the invisible matter is either in the

form of massive neutrino or some other not yet discovered

particles (e.g. axions, photinos, or gravitinos)« Xhe discussion

of these topics and references to the relevant literature can
/12/

be found in papers ' ' • In connection with the problem of the

hidden mass one cannot exclude also the possibility of a modi-

fication of the gravitational interaction at large scales.

the invisible matter could in principle raise the value

of 1X0 up to 1 or even higher but only if this matter is more

unifirmly distributed over the «pace than galaxies and their

clusters "*', fits value of £L is of oruoial importance for

the inflationary universe model discussed la what follows,,

3, is Is known the equations of general relativity can be
generalised by introducing the so called ooamologlcal term
/3/t

where Tuy is the stress tensor of matter and the term pro-

portional to A can be considered as contribution ot

vltating vacuum end correspondingly rewritten in the forms
: o , . In the standard
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cosmology it is assumed that A • 0. Observational bounds

if expressed in teras of critical density, are rather weak

however:

On the other hand, if compared with a characteristic scale

in elementary particle physics as well as with values of

energy density in the very early universe, P*»c *e enormous-

ly small. Shis smallness is the basic reason for the assumption

that P*LC
 is Identically zero»

4« The natter density in the universe averaged over large

scale looks to a high degree homogeneous. Of course fluctua-

tions are large on the galactic scales but for distances

exceeding IOC type relative variation of the density are

pretty small:

<: 10"3 (5)

Homogeneity of the universe is confirmed also by the isotropy

of the microwave electromagnetic background which directional

variation does not exceed 10"3 • 1O~4.

5. Practically no antimatter (i.e. positrons, antiprotons,

antineutrons) in the universe is observed» theory predicts

however that the number density of antlneutrlno Is not small*

Strictly speaking it is possible that eon* galaxies are made

of antimatter bet In all knot» eases of colliding galaxies or

the galaxies covered with the same cloud of Interstellar gas,

it is seen that these regions are filled with the setter of

the same type» This fact as well as a low flux of antiprotons
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in cosoic rays шоке ев* to think that there is so noticeable

amount of antimatter in the universe. The presence of only on*

type of natter ia called charge or baryonic asymmetry of the

universe.

An important cosmologies! quantity ia the ratio of the

average number density of baryonS pfa to that of relic

photons Ы*г i

A L - 55O(T/3K)
3
ca-

3
 (6)

In accordance with the modern data this ratio ia equal to

- к » *
9
- t o -

1 0
 (7)

6. The time that passed from the initial not period ia

called the universe age, -£ . It is definitely larger than

5.1О
5
^ because we know for sure that the Earth is so old.

Radioactive isotope chroaometry and also observations of old

globular clusters denamd the larger value '*" :

"fc^iS.iO
9
* (8)

the universe age T
u
 can be expressed through the

modern value of the Hubble constant В and the parameter £2 •

Since the universe spent almost all life in the state when

nonrelatlvlatle matter dominated energy density» the following

approximate formula is validt

4 (9)

{tmder aasumption of vanishing cosmologies! term).

Evidently value (8) does not agree «Vth h 1 0 0 - t (i.e.

H • 100 km.sec"1 Mpc " Ъ and we are to choose among the following

possibilities:

a) the Bubble constant ia smaller than It is claimed in recent - '
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papers, ILJQQ <C Ot«;

b) the theories of nucleosynthesis and star «volution ax* not

very accurate,* «o a «nailer value of ~£u is permissible (e.

«• tuCr10.1^);

e) The eoaaologloal constant ia nonvanishlng and cloae to

its upper bound (4).

Let us sot* in advance that in the inflationary universe

model the above mentioned contradiction ia slightly worse

because this model demands £2» • 1 and correspondingly "fcu

is smaller then for SL • 0.3.

Ill» P u n d a n e n t a l e o s n o l o g i c a l

p r ° b l e | i

The Klnetein equations on which most of modern cosaolo-

gical models are based, for the eaae of homogeneone and iso-

tropic matter distribution have the very simple fora:

do)

(ID

where dot means time derivative, a and jo are respectively

energy density and pressure of matter (with possible taking

Into account vacuum t*rm), Q. is a scale factor, and к is

a numerical constant which value can be chosen as +1 or 0

with a suitable redefinition of Q. .

So.» (11) can be rewritten in the f o m
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Hence Is. <Q xorreaponda to the closed onlTeree and

correeponda to the open aalTeree. The reglaa of expaaaioB

depend* on equation of state yp
 =
 ^(|o). «ft write does baza

some interesting speeifie exaaplea for the epeeial oaa»

( k - 0):

gas j** f ; ' J*»>-tt* u ^ t ^ 03.)

(130)

( 1 3 4 >

Soday the PKtran» 1* doastaatad toy nonxvlstitirtle Mttter

and the ехр«м1ав 1щт im Лол» t» (13Ъ) (if Q la not too

fax fit» Л )• Bt» daae* of -kha z««iaa from ralattrUrti»

to nonrelatiTletio oaa took plaea a.t tlta folloviag ralva of

p*d ablft factor t - 4<32ih^00 .TO4. *a do not too»

or doeala «Ш4 doa&oatad aaersy daaelty 1Л

early «niTerse; i t i s often ••aused fiact there was a period

«ben the coaaologleal ten» was doelaetine;. She possible role

of doaain «aOls la the eoireree «as considered in ref. / 1 6 /

«her* i t «as argued that the «allc Ъоге Ъу the spontsneons

breakdom at * discrete syasavtry «paid spoil ttm obserred

hoaogeneity of the aniTorse» Coawloctcsl effects due to

strings a» discussed la papers *л"\ It i s sbona» that the la-

uoaogeniuities caused by possliitla Striae; pzvdaetiOB la the тагу

early uniTerse are aoceptably sssll sad, sha>t*s sore, tts
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that exist in ease unified theories of strong and electro-

weak interaction with a characteristic scale of the order

of 101* - TO15 GeV can explain the large scale structure of

the universe (galaxies and/or their clusters).

How far can one travel backward in time depends on our

knowledge of particle interactions at high energies and

densities. Relativistic expansion law (13a) is mxrely vslid

up to temperatures of several tens or even hundreds MeV.

Somewhere in this energy region the equation of state of the

primeval plasma could change due to quantum chroxnodynamical

phase transition to hadrons from free quarks and gluons. Before

the phase transition the equation of state was also close to

that of the ideal relativistic gas of elementary perticles.

And we believe that this continued starting at least from toe

temperatures of 100 GeV". Kouphly up to this energy we have

information on particle interactions confirmed by experiment.

Extrapolation into region of higher temperatures is not so

reliable because for E>100 GeV there exist almost no experi-

mental data on elementary particles. There is however a theory

which in a inified manner describee strong and electroweak

interaction, has also some other attractive features, and

states that nothing unusual happens up to the Planck energy

£ > 101^ GeV, when effects of quantum gravitation wea?e of

importance* Unfortunately no theory of the latter is yet es-

tablished. In the frameworks of Grand Unified models cne ?«£

hop* to describe the universe history till the quantum .«gravi-

tational era as definitely as a concrete mod»! (which is in

fact not singled out) permits. If «11 the phase traaaitioes

happened in th» course of the universe sxpanslon кий cooling
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down «ere that of the II order or weak I order then the

Influence of them on the expansion regime «ere not much im-

portant and equations (13a) were approximately valid till

the Planck energy. If a phase transition «as strong I order

one and the stress tensor «as dominated by the eosmological

term then for some time the expansion «as exponential (13e).

The statement about phase transitions with changing temperature

in field theories with a spontaneously broken synmetry
/18/

made in papers '• and since is used in cosmological models.

Returning to eq. (12) let rewrite it in the form

X

where indices 1 and 2 mean that the corresponding quantities

are taken at time moments t1 and t2 respectively. Choosing

t̂  and %2 *° be *ne today's moment and the moment, of the

change from the relativiatic expansion regime to the nonrela-

tivistic one «e find £L--i ~ц)Г
%
—Л~£1 75 10" • I*-tg is taken

as a moment when the primordial nucleosynthesis started (tg*

1 sec, Т
2
~г;1 MeV) - one can be sure that the universe.we*

in t2iis state since it is confirmed by the observational data

on the abundances of light elements, then J2, - 1 cr 10~
1
*. If

one travels even farther in time, till t
2
 - А С Г & see and T

2
 "

T • 10
 9
Ge? then uo« - 1 = 1 0 " " , In other words if a universe,

created at the Planck moment is to survive to-the present '

state the value of the cosmological parameter Si* must be

very well tuned. This fine tuning reflects the huge difference

between the Planck time and the modern universe age» Indeed if

Л и - 1 • 0(1) «t t * tj, then the characteristic expansion

time would be of order 1O"
43
sec, i.e. for the closed universe
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the expansion would turn into contraction in about that time

and the open universe would expand ao fast that no galaxies,

stars, and planets could form. Urns the very our existence

gives evidenoe in favour of very special initial condition,

of almost spatially flat early universe.

Shis mysterious fact is one of the most important cos

logical problems which is called

1) the flatness problem.

Shere are some other important cosmologies! problc

without solving which we cannot hope to understand how our

world was created.

2) Isotropy and homogeneity problem.

xbase also suggest some very specific initial conditions,

large violation of which are not forbidden even by antropic

principle. So a natural expansion of this fact is even жкге

desirable.

Isotropy ot the microwave background supporting the

isotropy of the universe gives rise to another problem

3) the horizon problem which is due to the «low rise

of the scale factor Ct i» regimes (13a) and (13b) in compari-

son with the else of the causally connected region (horison)

h ~ t.

She relic electromagnetic quanta became tx«; i.e. stoped

to interact with the setter is the universe when the tempera-

utre fell lower than the hydrogen recombination temperature

T «X3OO0 E. Xrorn that time the scale factor rose 7 ^ *% *

• 1000-fold. For standard expansion regime (13a) the horison

else was about ю " sec at th*t moment end correspondingly

the physical processes forming electromagnetic background
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could occur only In a aaaller domain* If9*ed©ye the *i*e of

this region became R • 2 . 10
1 3
 see. The radiation baring

ceaaed to interact with matter 10 years ago, regions «1th

the angular size larger than 0,03 are disconnected physically»

Meantime relic radiation coming free different directions on

the sky is the same* Shis shorn that some deviation froa the

standard expansion regime must exist which made possible sig-

nal (interaction) exchange between different parts in the sky.

4) The problem of the oosmological constant. Ля «as

mentioned before lj»
/ec
 /< 10"

4 6
»

4
. It is fantastically small

in comparison with standards of elementary particle physios

/
1
9/

#
 indeed, quantum field theory predicts that тасташ fluc-

tuations of quantum fields give some contribution into vacuum

energy. Shis contribution is infinit» for any particle type

but there is a hope based on supersyametrie models that these

infinities cancell «hen summed over all boson and feraion

species. However supersymmetry being not exact, a finite

part in this sum does not generally vanish and is of the order

of m* where m
Q
 is a characteristic mass scale of supersymmetry

breaking. Besides in gauge theories which describe elementary

particle interactions phase transitions with changing tempera-

tures are possible ''°
f
. During such transitions vacuum energy

changes its value«?or example the change of vacuum energy due to

phase transition in QCD is about Д Л ^ О ^ "
3
 - 1СГ

4
) а£, in

electroweak interaction Л p y ^ x 10
3
щ£, and in grand

unified theories ^ftfcc- °4 • SinoB tae *ооау*а value

of vacuum energy is known to be zero (vacuum does not gravi-

tate now) these phase transitions which took place during the

cooling down of the universe imply that initially the vacuum
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energy was nonvanishing and prepared with the fantastic
—106accuracy of not less than 10 if a more natural Mechanism

of eating up the cosmological term will not be found,

5. 3Ehe problem of singularity and universe creation

seems to be most difficult of all we encounter now. Recently

tbe hypothesis of universe creation from "nothing" ав в result

of quantum jump became popular . Such a universe is necessa-

rily closed with vanishing all net conserved quantum numbers.

From the infinite multitude of universe created in this way

only those are suitable for life which do not ouch differ

from ours. This gives an answer to the question of the specific

initial conditions mentioned above. Unfortunately we have no

reliable theory for description of such a quantum jump.

The idea of ever existing closed oscillating universe
 ;

.

encounters difficulties because of infinite entropy generation.
 :

 :

To avoid this a crucial alteration of physical laws at small '

distances is necessary. In attempt of this kind based on the

aaumption of a limiting value of energy density was made in ,\
/21/

ref. ' '. The question of entropy generation in the frame-

works of this model la not yet clear however. ;

6) Ihe long standing problem of charge asymmetry of the \

universe i.e. of dominance particles over antipartides can
/ 3 2 / • '•

be considered as resolved now/
c
 '. In the fraoeworks of \

Grand Unified Models not only qualitative but also reasonable

quantitative egreeaent with the astronomical data for Nm/Ыг

is obtained. Let describe briefly how one understands today

the aeeh&niem of generation of an escess of particles over

antiparticles so that we seed not to return to this in whet

follow» giving the bulk of the paper to other not ao well j
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understood pussies. A more detailed discussion can be found

in review '
2 3
' or in popular paper '

2
™ .

She basic point is the hypothesis of baryonic charge

nonconserration which is in fact Inherent to the Grand Unifi-

cation Models» Some of these models predict the existence of

superheavy particles (H and Z bosons) with masses about 10
1
* -

10^5 Qt)T
a
 These particles can decay into states with different

values of baryonic charge B. ftro other essential ingredients

of the mechanism are a violation of charge symmetry (i.e. dif-

ferent interactions of particles and antipartieles) and viola-

tion of thermodynamical equilibrium caused by the universe

expansion. It can be shown that in these conditions decays

and inverse decays of В and Z bosons produce an excess of

particles over antiparticles (or vice versa) and the latter

is not compensated by other processes because of nonequilibrlanu

The exact value of this excess can not be calculated because

we do not know much about Z and H meson decays but an order

of magnitude estimates are in reasonable agreement with obser-

vations. It is especially attractive that for some models the

result does not depend upon initial conditions i.e. upon initial

excess of baryons or antibaryans, in. important feature of the

considered mechanism in its classical font Is the presence In

the primeval plasma of large amount of Z and/or E bosons and

correspondingly a high temperature of the plasma, T'^.IO *>Ge7.

at the period of charge excess generation.

7) the problem of magnetic monopoles stands apart froA

those er'n&arated above. It is not a specific cosmological

problem but emerging because of the prediction ^
25
^ of magnetic

monopol» existence la gauge field theories, Monopole* born

during phase transition from symmetric to nonsymmetric state
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of * Grand Unification Model, a* the universe expanded end

cooled dowa, survived tip to now and their • residual conoentra-

ties calculated in the framework» of the standard eosaologlcal

scenario proves to be inacceptably large '
26
'.

РгоЫевв "f, 2, 3 end ? can be resolved Is a beautiful and

unified way In the Inflationary u&iverse model
 /
'

2 7
»

2 8 /
' but the

problem of cosmologlcal tern becomes arm deeper. She starting

point of the Inflationary universe model is the dominance of

the vacuum term in the stress tensor *7му С ^ц^^ S*t\»

daring aose period in the tmi*«rae history» In accordance «1th

•q. O3e) the aoala factor rises exponentially during this

period and the energy density quickly tends to its critical

-value, ao that £L~+ 1 (see eq. (14)). In this model the

ree laoked for aome tine as an expanding empty apace
(the density of initially present matter exponentially tended.

to sero)« During tills fast expansion all the initial conditions

beoaae forgotten and the nnirerse became ao hosoge&eons as

oaly r*emm eonld be. However this «as not a real ncuun but

falsa and it exploded bearing particles /23/ which filled the

univarsa acd thermolised. After that the expansion regime

Ъеоааи» the 9riedma&*e one» She necessary duration of the

Inflation *C* depend» upon the temperature of the produced

partioles* fo insure %he contemporary value £2* m °^) the

condition ехр(НГ) >1О
З О
(Т/Ц

1
) most be fulfilled. I.e.

(15)

So *£ ie not tmreaeonably large.

If «be •xpon*ntial <de Sitter) atage Indeed existed in the

universe history, th» initial value of &L could be almost
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arbitrary. If tke universe is open and ci& 4* 1 then in toe

course of expansion the energy density of matter p
m
 decreased

and correspondingly тасиша term Р¥л, began to dominate

generating exponential expansion. If the universe is closed,

l\}/> 1, then generally the contraction began when A ^ > Pv*c

and no exponential stage took place. However, as «as noted by

LJS.Okun, in an oscillating universe the amplitude of the

oscillations rises due to entropy generation and correspondingly

О in the point of maxfnwtl expansion becomes smaller. Thus

sooner or later a dosed universe starts to hare an exponential

period in its life* {of course if P
v e c

 / 0, fy^^ 0). So

the flatness of our universe can be explained without assump-

tion of a fine tuning of initial values of the parameters. If

one takes this point of view however then for a resolution

of the problem of flatness for the closed universe no infla-

tionary scenario is needed. Indeed the universe oscillating

with an Increasing amplitude comes ultimately into the present

state and we could be in it only when the conditions for life

became bearable.

She horizon problem is also naturally solved in an

inflationary scenario because the seal* factor is propor-

tional to exp(Ht) and rises faster than the horizon.

It is noteworthy that value of <Qi **
 t b i e

 *od«l should

be very close to unity because almost any excess of *£" over

its lower bound (15) will lead to the universe which almost

absolutely flat and deviation of SL from 1 is la fact de-

termined by density fluctuations. Astronomical data however

tend against this value rather giving Su C: 0.3 if only the

universe is not tilled by a tmiforly distributed matter
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e.g. la form of weakly interacting massive particle* (neutrino,

gravitino, etc.). In this connection a more reliable determi-

nation of the Hubble constant is of importance. In particular

fer A Q I « 1 ILJQO - (7,2.10^/^). This might be the only

иву to verify inflationary models.

Inflationary model presents also a natural solution to

the magnetic moaopole problem, if after the phase transition

which generates the monopoles, a considerable exponential ex-

pansion takes place. This is also necessary for suppression

of inhomogeneitie» (see below). In this ease one could hardly

expect to find more than one nonopole In all the visible part

of the universe and the registration of the second one (after

that of ref. /30/) would demand a modification of this simple

version of the model. Let us note in this connection that

is supersymmetrlc inflationary aodels '-*1/ the problem of

monopole* comes to life again. With more complicated models

however it is possible to have variants in which the monopole

density does not contradict observation and at the sane time

is not negligibly mmll.

As for the homogeneity problem the originality formulated
foil

model was far from satisfactory. The point is that the

inflation proceeded in a symmetric state before the phase

transition. Later hubbies of new asymmetric phase were born,

inflation ended and these bubbles filled all the space. Gene-

rally in models of this type the inhomogeneities due to the

bubble** walls should be large (in ref. /32/ a Becheniem of

vacuum burning was considered which might give rise to snell

inhomogeneities). much smaller inhomogeseities appears in the
/24/

new inflationary universe scenario in which a considerable
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exponential expansion take* plaee net only before aad alao

after the phase transition because the таеша expeetlaa

value of the eealar field (order paraaeter) tend* to Ita

licit in the syawetrle state slowly la eoaparlaoa «1th the

ezpanaioa rat*. Tnhoaogonoitioa la the new inflationary

universe scenario «are diaeuaaed la ref• '**' «here it «aa

shown that la the elaplest version based oa SOC5) aodel

of Coleaaa and Welaberg <»ee below) the Inbosogeaaitie» «o«ld

be aeeeptably aaoll If very restrictive aad mmatnral ooadl-

tions «ere lapoaed on the underlying theory» Ihla aade one to

consider supereyanetrio modela ' ̂ ' which aey not anffer froa

the aentlonod ahorteomlnf;* Howerer la nuiei 'jaawli In approach

other difficnltiea («1th aagnetio aonopolea^ partiole prodno-

tloa at the end of inflation/ etc ) oaa ariae, fo get rid of

the» aore ooaplloatad aodela la to be eonatruoted. Вяш lafla-

tionary acenatlo la prlaoiple beantifnlly aolvea aany of

enoaerated аЬоте ooaaologloal ргоЫеаеу hoverer no final,

«orked out in detail, aad free of all the ahortooalago aodel

la aot yet fovad.

that aakea one feel especially tmeasy la ooaaeotloa with

the inflationary «eeaarlo \м the problem of the eoeaolocloal

tenu the polat is that the iaflatioa £a drlvwa by « n o t are

тасадш energy whioh la to be absolutely oaacelled after phaae

tran«itioae*
J
. It ce«ae to be «alt* • difference either one

. tecently Made proposed a aodel of infl»tioa wlthottt a

firet order phase transltloa* It Is dleoaeved la

detail la the next seotloa.



Pvox. • О identically or P**r " - <л> »* О at

thebeginnlng (here op is the change of vacuum energy under

phase transitions). Advocates of Inflationary models emu

however reasonably object that the cosmologies! term problem

exists independently of inflation* An exception is the model

of xmt» '34/ явжр» inflation takes plaoe in the planokian

(or ever earlier) epoch and is driven by vacuum polarisation

corrections to the linstein equations. It is possible also

that there exist alternatives to the Inflationary scenario

opening other mays for resolution of the above mantle

problesHi; for exaaple in ref. '*''an atteapt is aade to esplela

large antropy stored in oar «nlTerse by large aaoimt of phase

transitions in the тегу early «liverse* In any event the

Inflationary aodel is the first eosaologloal eodel «nioh gtwm

a solution to sereral eternal oosaologleal probleas «Ueh «ere

earlier considered as a fancy of Initial conditions. In в а м

detail this aodel is described is the following section.

B'rtuxBlag to the coanologleal tarsi problem let ш note

that taken by their face values quantities t^f Й •» «ad51

give evldenoe la favovr of O ^ , 4 0» If an inflationary aodel

hence. J ***•

is valid and «№• 1 then for h
1 0 0

 - 1 and t - 1 5 . 1 ^ the
energy should be positive and be about 0.95 |0

c
 • Since

p
c
 varies with tie» (roughly as 7*ft~* ) and

• const, this moans that the influence of Р
л с
 ** noticeable

only in the present epoch and In earlier time it oaa be negleo-

ted» Shi* reveals sne more mysterious coincidence. At the

tt mo absolutely satisfactory model explaining the small-

of the eosmologleal term is known, but if the presented

above values of Я and Т у •?• confirmed, it aeons more natu>
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ral to demand fro» such models not absolute conciliation of
0 / 9

Ptftc
 ЬхЛ o n l

3
r n
? *

e t e r B S
 °* *

ae
 order of 1*L /t * &**

aoncoapensated part of О
 VC
LC which is not necessarily

proportional to 3u* could be noticeable In all the

history of the universe; it could influence the primordial

nucleosynthesis, galesy formation, give it« contribution Into

the missing mass, etc, In ref.
 /JV/

 a dynamical model of

killing a vacuum energy was considered. The idea la to organise

a cancellation of the vacuum energy by a condensate of a aca-

lar field interacting with gravity. The condensate generation

is driven by the cosmologies! term itself. In this sence the

model uses the well known in radiotechnique feedback effect»

The compensation of a vacuum energy,- being made by gravitatio-

nal Interaction, proceeds rather slow so that the nonceaipensa-

ted term is always of order of 0 ^ • Hie concrete model

however is based on a quantum field theory on which very rea-

trlctive and unnatural conditions are imposed.

It seems that the cosmologies! term problem is now the

central cosmologies!, problem and without its solution no

cosmological model can be considered as absolutely satisfac-

tory.

AM for the problem of initial singularity and universe

creation there exist some crazy ideas in toe literature. I

would like to add to them an extra one. Assume that there

exist, say it a scalar field О with an effective potential

unbounded from below and with Infinite amount of local minima

separated from each other by a potential barier, each «r*«<w

deeper sad deeper as О Incrs^gs. By-hand example* of

such a potential are T»
2
"^

4
 ceS ($*/£" ) or
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-Z. СОЗ (£/S)l Universe once created (may be infinite-

ly long ago) would stack in one of these local minima for

some, generlcally тегу large time, then after quantum ohannel

transition through the potential barier goes into other lower

vacuum state and so on infinitely many tlaes. The energy re-

leased through these quantum jump* eventually turns into

elementary particles and the latter would be very much dissol-

ved in space due to universe expansion especially if the latter

was exponential. The cosmological term (or to be more exact

terms) appearing in this model could be compensated by the

/38/

mechanism of the type proposed in ref . • She model des-

cribee an ever expanding universe infinitely cooling down

practically to vacuum and infinitely bureting into flare

again, demostrating an infinite number of big-bangs. A suitab-

le name for such a universe is the Phoenix universe. Unfortu-

nately (or better to say, fortunately) this conception is

impossible to verify because in case of the next big-bang an

observer would disappear before observe anything»

IT, I n f l a t i o n a r y u n i v e r s e m o d e l s

Inflationary universe models are mostly based on the -

assumption that the phase transition from symmetric to non-

syametric state is strong first order. In a symmetric state

there is no condensate of a scalar field, ^~^У
 ж

 °»

vacuum energy is nonzero:
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«Нот* V is thi effootivw potential of field J> and в" i*

the таешш expectation ralu* of V af teas the phas* transition.

Important assumption (16) ha* no natural ground* and is im-

poaed on the aodel just to «ntur* the Tanishing of the coa-

nclogical term in the nonayanetrie phase.

Primarily there could b* a natter in the universe with

energy density Djj, but in the course of expansion 0^*0

and Pvac *
 c 6 n e t

 (** • mechanism which kills coauologl-

eal term proceeds slowly). If Pvtu: oeeauas larger than p

before the phase transition occured, the tmlrerse would

exponentially ezpasd till the transition ended:

г «r

®cp (Ht), н» ( ^
tt* ralue of Vf6"J is typically of th* order of (1O

1 5
G«T)

4

in Grand Unified Models, hence H » 1O
1 1
 G«7.

is a siiqpllflsd aodel of phase transition ?,et consider

scalar field theory deacribed by the Lagrangian

wbere dots denote teros whleh describe interaction with

other perticleel gauge bosons, feraions, other soalar

D u Lagrangian possesses sji—etx'y with respect to transfer-

aation <f-*- $ and aayb* a higher eji—eliji if O? is a

mlticoaqponent field* In the standard aodel of spontaneous

SJSSM ixj breaking it is assuswd that я
2
 </ 0 and thus the

stable extrasMH of the potential is the point

for nonsero teap«rature tha eartra tent olT W
z
 is added to
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the potential. If the temprature is sufficiently high, the

equilibrium point is shifted to t£> » О / 1 8
Л Hence the

behaviour of U> when, the universe cools down should be

the following. At high temperature vacuum expectation value

of LP is vanishing, <ГЧ^" °« Tbla corresponds to unbroken

symmetry. With falling temperature the SUB ( 'Ш+ЖТ ) becomes

negative and ̂ <P^-=— (/и +JT )ф0» Яве symmetry is sponta-

neously broken, particles Interacting with l£> obtain

masses proportional to ̂ V^> • The phase transition in this

model is evidently of the second order and this ,1s not what

we need. However in more complicated models e.g. based on SD(5)

synmetry group quantum corrections make possible first order

phase transitions for a rather wide range of parameters. For

details and references to the original papers one can adress

to reviews '^» 38' . It can be shown that in a class of

theories the effective potential calculated with the account

of one loop diagrams is of the fora

where 6~* - 1014 - 1015 GeV; (A, \ J апЛ % are numerical

constants depending on Interaction strength; value of a

does not depend on interaction, the contribution of the

corresponding tern gives for У « О £ust the thermal energy

of particles. Let negleot the last term in eq« (19) assuming

that the temperature is small* This doss not qualitatively

change our conclusion. Potential (19} has a minimum at iP - 0

if TnUeLT^O • ** ^\ t^TZ ^>6"L€'f then except
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for the first minimum there is another one at CP^s 6" •

Xhis М"1"чт™ is deeper than the first one for " T w + ^ T <_''

}((Г / 4 • Hence stable at high temperature minimum at

if в 0 becoaes quasietable separated from the ner stable

miniimitn (real тасшш of the theory at T • 0) by a potential

barrier. As a rule, quantum transition through a potential

barier is exponentially suppressed. Thus the system under

consideration can be in the quasistable state for a very

long tine. The tunnel transition in quantum field theory wes

first considered in ref. '*
0
'. Technically more elegant

approach was proposed in papers '^ ', It was shown in these

papers that the transition probability is determined by the

action calculated on solution of classical equation of

motion in imaginary time. An approximate result can be

obtained in a simpler «ay by calculating eztreaum of the

action varistionally. In particular the probability of tunnel

transition per unit of time rod volume in potential (19) at

zero temperature is approximately equal to

where H is an unknown parameter with dimension of aase;

its value probably io of the order of the inverse sise of

the bublle of m* phase, i.e. Hi *Z J7I . Since _Д 4 1 the

transition tine is enormously large end the universe could

indeed exponentially expand so that no trace of the primary

matter would be left. One should keep in mind however that

due to event horizon in the de Sitter space the temperature
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in i t does not vanish but tends to И /2Т la the

comovlttg frame '***.

RThe state with <£*$> - 0 being unstable ttm transition

to the new phase with <V>i* ° •hould take place aooner or

later» Immediately after the phase transition the value of

claseical field (P inside the bubble of new phase is of

order tfi/\fx • It follows from the dependence (19) of

effective potential on U? . Por natural parameters values

Y* tends to its limit 6" quickly in comparison with

Я. Indeed after the quanta! jump giving origin to the phase

transition the time evolution of IP is described by the

equation

with the initial conditions U>(oJ
r
Z'fri/lft шпЛ i{$) « 0.

Here the apace derivatives of Ф were neglected because

their contribution, is divided by the scale factor and quickly

vanishes, the value of ̂ / / 9(P at <f=fl}/\/X сша bo estima-

ted with the help of eq. (19) «s 7nf [P » where Tfy is

a parameter with the dimension of mass* Genarleally la Grand

Unificatlou Theories 977, ̂ > /У and thus jf iacreeses

with time as ezp (.Oiyi, ). Consequently after the bubble is

born the phase transition terminates la much smaller time

than H~ so no exponential eayansion of the bubble take

place. If it were the ease there would be many bubbles la

the visible part of the universe and tbe ishomogeeeltlee

would be too large. A more detailed discussion and ref«

to the original papers can be found is ref.
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In the modified inflationary scenario ' ' restrictive

condition ^(TJ^V/OJ)/^^ H
l
 ±в imposed on the potential.

This condition,which does not naturally follow from the theory^

is specially invented to ensure a slow rise of Jflf/ after

a bubble of new phase was born: (fU)~ €XA> ( btlt /Зн) .

The problems we encounter can be solved If Ум
г
 / //y«2iT.

The bubble in this case quickly inflates so that all visible

part of the universe is the inner part of a single bubble

which was at the moment of its birth of the size ™ m~'

and to the present time became as large as

Here T is the temperature of the primeval plasma after

the end of phase transition. The total universe expansion in

this scenario is much larger and differs from that given by

eq. (22) by the exponential factor in expression (20), The in-

horaogeneities size in thi? version of the model are of course

considerably smaller than in the original one, nevertheless

calculations made in frameworks of the standard SU(5) theory

show that the inhomogeneities are about two orders of magnitude

larger than we see in reality '•" . Hote that in contrast to

the previous case the inhomogeneities are connected with the

rise of quantum fluctuations of W In de Sitter space and

not with the bubble's walls. It is noteworthy that In the

standard universe scenario (i.e. without a de Sitter phase)

the evaluation of inhomogeneity size due to quantum fluctua-

tions gives the result about two orders of magnitude smeller

than it 1$: necessary for galaxy formation.
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To ensure small inhomogeneitles effective potential

\Z(lf) should be тегу flat in a rather large range of

values of <-f beginning from <-f near zero. However the

rate of particle production by external field ^Li) is

proportional to the speed of LP variation and correspon-

dingly in. a model of the discussed type the particles that

should fill the expanding vacuum and serve as a building

material for our world ere produced too slowly,their density

and temperature, if they have enough of time to thermol^se,

are low and the baryonic asymmetry of the universe could not

be generated
e
 A detailed review of these problems as well as

discussion of the role played by gravitation and temperature
/10/

in such a scenario are given in papers '-"
o/
. We note only

that usually gravitational effects are not important when the

energies are small in comparison with the Planck energy. In

the considered model however a new hierarchy of mass is intro-

duced *УГ\
г <£"Нг

 or 9 W ^ < ^ R, where R is the four

dimensio ial curvature. Because of this condition gravitational

corrections to the effective potential are not small. In

particular it is known that to a Lagrangian of a scalar

field the term "o" |^<f
 c a n o e

 Added, which considerably

changes the effective mass of If in de Sitter spaca.

She sraallness of effective mass yn in comparison,

with И mentioned above presumes the emallness or can-

cellation of different terms contributing into the coefficient

of ~n 4 xn the effective Lagrangi&n;

V V * t л
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Her* 7П
 e
 le the швее of I/ In the symmetric state is

flat space with zero temperature. Hatural value of ЦПо la

Grand Unification Models le about 10
1 4
 CeV. An ezeeptioa la

toe Coleasn-weinberg model ' *̂ ' which la In fact defined

by the condition 77l
o
-= Q imposed on ~\T(v)* Maybe there la

a hidden beauty, but strictly speaking so arguments are

found to keep ТП „ «0, Moreover the Coleman-Явinberg model

was originally formulatea in flat space-time and the condi-

tion 797
p
 m 0 meant

LQV / (24)
, - 0

where R is the space-time curvature. However the condition

В - 0 at W • 0 is not fulllfilled In the inflationary

model and Instead ft ~ — „„.,,
/за/

Hence it was proposed to change condition (24) to the

following

(25)

Since we do not understand the cosmologies! term pussle, this

equality is not very well based. Tor example la the modal

of r e f /
3 6 /

 the condition # = 3J?*4% И/tTj Is generally

not valid and consequently a self consistent rersioa of the

Coleman-Weimberg model Is a curved space should be different.

Sie second term in eq. (23) comes from Interaction of (D

with heat bath. She value of p( is of the order of j4b
2

where } X 0,5 is the gauge coupling and £ IF the
О

number of vector field species In the иJI mm—11 IJ group under

consideration. Da» to existence of lower limit for temperature
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in a De-Sitter space , ~Tjf — Н/&1Г /42/ this term

by itself can violate the condition ir? 4. tf/SlS.

To prevent from such a violation it was proposed in papers

'̂  where supersymmetric inflation was considered that (0

is a gauge singlet not interacting with vector fields, Xa

for couplings to other dields they can be made arbitrarily

small and with them constant oC • Such field with the

only "reason d'etre" to ensure Inflation is called inflation*

Conformal invariance if imposed on the scalar field theory

demands "̂  - 1/6. In this case the third term in expression

t
(23) give too big contribution: "%(£•= /J?| W Z-=

It is known however that conformal invariance in a field

theory is as a rule violated and so no grounds for the

condition ^ = 1/6 exist. In particular it can be shown

/44/ tnt£t for Goidstone bosons Э is zero.

The last explicitely written down terra in eq. (23) ie
carve/

generated by quantum fluctuations of {O ln^space-time

It can be negligible if constant Л which determines the

selfinteractlon of field Ш is chosen sufficiently small*

Thus putting aside naturalness the necessary duration of

inflation after the phase transition can be achieved. It is
problems

e
more difficult to solve the homogeneity and baryon asymmetry

The effective potential in this case should be extremely flat

2tor IP < H so that V"(y) -&• H
2
 end rather steep for

large IP • One can construct models giving potentials of

this kind but they seem to be rather complicated and at the

moment no concrete mechanism of inflation ie generally accep-

ted. .
 v

Vow let discuss briefly particle production at the end at

inflation» Immediately after the phase transition the universe
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«as "without form and void; and darkness was upon the

face of the deep". Ho usual matter in form of elementary

particles was present. Classical field (P «as rising in

accordance with eq. (21) and the stress tensor in the right

hand side of the equations of General Relativity was changing

in accordance with equations:

(26)

Potential Vff) satisfies the conditions I/(0) - 0 end

V((f) i* connected with i
3
^ ^ by eq. (16). Here 6" is

the value of *-r at the stable n?imтищ of the potential.

/28/
In the new inflationary scenario the value of

after the phase transition tf is small so that W f

Besides the variation of <•? with tine is assumed to be

slow, ЧР/V - ^ W • Hence at the beginning the expansion

is not noticeably changed being almost the same (exponential)

as it was before the phase transition. Practically no particles

are produced during this period. Then for larger <P W V j

becomes steeper and ^f starts to oscillate around its

equilibrium point 6* • Xbe oscillation damping is caused

by two factors. She first is the universe expansion which

gives rise to the friction term 3 H *{ in eq. (21) and

the second is the particle production. The latter is not

taken irate account in eq. (21). The oscillation frequency

being rather high, cj 7t i"a\^-€) « Ю 1 4
 - 10

1 5
 GeT,
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particle production becomes essential. Die expansion regime

abruptly changes from exponential (13e) to nonrelativistie

(13b). Indeed for harmonic oeoillatione the pressure determined

by eq. (26) vanishes which just corresponds to equation of

state (13b). Deviations from pure narmonieity are not тегу

much important* Estimations made in concrete models show that *

the rat© of particle production /V/л/ during the period un-

der consideration is as a rule larger than the universe

expansion rate H~ £/3~Ь • It Is assumed in the standard

model that U
7
 is a Eiggs field and so its Coupling to

other field is proportional to their masses. Correspondingly

oscillating field IP produces mostly the heariest particles

with the condition however that their mass does not conside-

rably exceed oscillation frequency CO • Ал a result of

this process the universe became filled up with superheavy

bosons which were far out of equilibrium. This favoured the

baryoproductione The decoy of these superheavy particle*

produced lighter specie* such as leptons, quarks* glues*,

photons, etc* Shortly after the decay the primeval plasm*

thenaaliced and the expansion lav beoome relativietie (13«).

The temporary dominance of heavy particle* in the energynBo-

mentua tensor and a smeuler-than-eqailibritm density of the

superheavy particles led to some dilution of the baryon

asymeetryj

JO
 (27)

where S
o
 is the baryon asymmetry originally generated by

the superheavy boson desay; 7~
4
 is the temperature of the
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primeval plasma after thermollaatlon,, and ffi ̂ f - 6") it'

the saws of field V at the stable equilibrium point $"" .

Яша 13»» models in which the primeval plaaaa la too cold to

tbe moment of theroollBatioa are forbidden.

Beaidee the difficulties with the inflationary scenario

described above which are rather at technical character there

are ооие more laportant problems connected with quantum tunnel-

ing in curved «paee-tiae, B m theory of tunneling la flat

space-tine proposed in rof. '*
0
»*''

/
 «ea generalised for a

de Sitter apace in papers '**'. fhe latter can not be directly

applied to our oaae however becaoae the reeulta obtained by

the imaginary tiae method for an exact de Sitter apace are

not aeceaaarily valid for the real univwae which only appro-

ximately waa a de Sitter one* Sbe reaaon for thia la that

analytic continuation (froa real to imaginary tlae) of an

approxioate function can differ тагу aaoh free the analytically

continued exact one«

One may try bar* the Haailtoalaa foraaHaa*' and ао1те

the faaotioaal Sehroediagar aquation for tbe

atate vector of the conaidered field theory in a given

tational background* fhe eonditlan that the Inflation period

is sufficiently long Дамп да that the vmotnm energy after the

phaae tranaition doea not sotioenbly change, lhia Juatifiea

the neglect of back reaction of if en gravity*

lawitirtng that the ••trie la «f the fora Ji
2
= c/t-e

Analogous argumatita «ere alao presented by l*eonoharov
and AJUsda {private сnauunication)

o
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we obtain

is the state Tector. Tsi

and V((^) is the effective potential

So we encounter the problem of tunneling through time-dependent

potential.

An essentially simpler one dimensional (not infinitely

dimensional as eq. (23)) quantum nechanical example with the

potential 2/гт1Г VlXj shows that the usual expression

for the transition probability

60)

is valid at ^ - J > Q if n > 2 end inralid if n <£ 2,

In the boundary ease n « 2 the result depends upon the

values of the parameters of the potential. In particular

expression (30) proves to be valid if the coefficient before

z 2 Is 11Ы) is sufficiently large. This result directly

transferred to eq. (28) shows that transition probability

cannot be calculated quaslclassically just in the conditions

of the new inflationary scenario, i.e. m<££ H^. Of course

in the opposite case of small H 2 the quaslclaseleal result

of flat space is valid.

Solution of one dimensional Sehroedlnger equation with

time- dependent potential У /\-» f "•*• V(x) «how» that In

the nonquasiclassicftl case i.e. in the caee of slowly rising
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with X potential I/ (X) t n e tunnel probability is consi-

derably larger than that given by expression (30), and whet's

more, it reveals no f/f dependence when *~t* —;> Q but

much milder one» If this results can be applied to the case

of infinitely dimensional eq. (28) than it follows that the

probability of snail babble formation is large because the

kinetic term effectively vanishes and the action is propor-

tional to the volume of the babble. Thus babble formation in

quickly expanding universe is not exponentially suppressed.

Ihe value iPv of field *-f immediately after the

phase transition is very much of importance for the realiza-

tion of the new inflationary scenario. For potential (29) in

flat space-time \J? — to /{/X which is small enough for

the slow rolling down of {jP towards 6"~ and the ex-

ponential period is sufficiently long. If on the opposite

IP is large then the equilibrium point is quickly reached

and the expansion quickly becomes of a power law. It can be

shown that if the bubble size is % , the value of the field

inside it is about f\/£x)~1 • Hence for the prosperity of

the inflationary model large bubbles ere necessary. However in

the theory described by eq. (20) the bubble sise is unknown,

in the case considered in ref. /46/ it is shown that the bubble

size is not larger than H what is rather natural because it

is the horizon sise in the de Sitter space. It is not clear

however how much this result depends on the thin wall appro-

ximation used in papers '**' and, what is more important,

the assumption that the universe is strictly a de Sitter

one. The point is that a de Sitter space in imaginary time

becomes a four dimensional sphere of the radius H~1. It is
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evident th&t In three dlaentional space the babble sise

at the moment of Its formation can not be larger than tbla

ralue (at least la the frameworks of imaginary tie» aethod).

If this result рготев to be true In the real саве
л
 the

inflationary model is seriously jaapardlsed because U?
o

la to be large and the babble does not inflate.

Another point which might be also of importance is that

the effeetire Lagrangian is calculated under assumption of

slow variating fields. In reality the speed of field

variation is not small» generally Uvif ~ И • 'Sbsam it is

somehow necessary (but how?) to take quantum loop corrections

without assuming iP • const. It is not yet clear how

all these influence the tunnel transition probability and

the ralue of ^ .

the fantastically small region from which our universe

(its -risible part) started to expand is also worrisome.

In accordance with eqs. (22) and (20) the sise of that

region was definitely smaller than 10* ̂ c m even fo? the

modest ralue Д ~ 0,1. It is difficult to believe that

at such small distances known physical laws do not undergo

serious modifications (even in vacuum which as we know is

тегу complicated). Maybe however one should not worry about

it because sufficiently large regions of space could always

be considered for which no surprises in vacuum structure

arose* 3ven if new phenomena could take place in the

inflation of a tiny valume, they disappeared when the

latter became large.

Recently a very interesting version of the inflationary

scenario for which no phase transition was necessary
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proposed by Linde '*". Jne starting point of the model is

the assumption that initially scalar field IP «as very

large,- Ij
1
 > W j , , in some region of space» It is also

assumed that space variation of Ф «as small in the

scale of inverse Напек mass; and also small «as initial

value of Up • Such a situation could be realized in the

case of chaotic Initial conditions if the selfcoupllng of

Cj? is weak so that V " = 4 A<f * <£: /»<p • In this case

the term proportional to Ц<е dominates in the r,h,e,
%J ft alof eq. (21). where H =

Correspondingly eq. (21) has the solution

(3D

In these circumetanoes the rate of the tmirerse expansiom,

Q./GL =• H i« snch larger than the speed of the decrease oftf

(this is due to the condition Cft //Hj)> -f ) and the

region of the universe «hero (simply by chance) the аЪоте

mentioned initial conditions were realised underwent toe

(32)

fills expansion could be sufficient for sol-ring the problems

discussed in «is previous section if t£^/)M® > Ю . In the

Initially chaotic Infinite universe «here all configurations

of field tp were possible, region (or regions) «here Ш

satisfied the conditions discussed above surely existed.
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Ихеае regions inflated end turned into universe* suitable

for our existence. As for other not so comfortable regions

they flew away far beyond any possibility of observation.

This model to be realized not many special restriction»

on the theory are necessary,» Vaakly interacting and self-

interacting field ^ , If exists, could generate

sufficient inflation and in this eence create our world.

There are some problems however which are not yet worked

out, in particular the problem of quantum corrections to

the classical equation of motion for large values o* (P.

Of course the problem of the naturalness of the initial

conditions exists as before» In contrast to the classical

Friedman cosmology for which an extreme fine tuning of the

initial conditions is necessary, this model i« operative if

the universe is chaotic initially with all values of (0

(including very large) and its first derivatives (including

small) reached. She latter possibility seems more

appealing, though the origin of the initial chaos remains

mysterious.

T. C o n c l u s i o n

There ax* nowadays two principally different

approaches to the problem of the universe creation and

evolution. One of them is based to some extent on the

anthxopic principle claiming that the very fact of life

existence makes senseless putting the question why the~

universe is such as it is. This approach ha* a right to

exist especially if an infinite set of different

universes were (or are being) created» Then only few of
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these universes are acceptable for us. Life earn exist

however if only the Sun with the Earth were present or at

any rate only our Galaxy doee. Prom the point of Tiew of

the anthropie principle the colossal abundancy of other

galaxies is absolutely weird.

The other approach presumes that the universe is

single with more or less arbitrary initial conditions. But

the point is that the universe evolution based on the

fundamental physical laws eventually results in our very

nontrivial world»

The inflationary model satisfies these creteria; the

modified chaotic version discussed at the end of the last

section is Intermediate between the two extreme approaches.

Of coarse the inflationary model cannot be considered as

a final one. First, some problems inside the model are not

yet solved (e.g. the problem of the tunnel transition in an

expanding universe). Second, the underlying field theory

is not established. One cannot hope to answer the last

question before the particle theory applicable up to the

KLanex energy is formulated. Sooner Just the opposite, if

the inflationary model based on the strong first order

phase transition is to be operative, very strong restriction

on the particle theory can be found.

that reasons have we now to believe that the Inflationary

universe model is indeed true, first of all it is beautiful.

It is based on a single assumption that in the history of

the universe a period of exponential expansion once existed.

If it was sufficiently long the problem» of homogeneity,

isotropy, horizon, flatness, and relic aonopoles could be
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solved la a unified moaner • Tblm is la favour of the

model. Against it la the eoaaologleal «am problea and.

to a lesser degree, tea abaenoe (la tba aeaavbile) of a

consistent aad «orked o«t la detail theoretical baala. 9 »

state* of the Inflationary Modal will at ooasa atraogtbea

If It la obaarvad tbat taa coaaoloeieal parameter Sli^f/Pi.

la «qiial to unity. Qaforkunataljr so way la ш^шл to do It la

tbm аяаг futura with a daeaat aeouraey. On tba eoatrax7 It

шлття «asiar to refute tba modal by fladlag reliable boeada

oa vH*.
Srea It «eighty mrgammnt» ar« fouad la favour of tba

Inflationary modal (they aooaar «111 ba baaed oa a theory

but aot oa obaerrationa), there will ba aarathalasa a loag

•ay to tae total napplaaaa till tba problem of the coa-

aologlcal tara aad the aalraraa ereatlon are aot aolvad*

One ahottld not forget bowerer that "tba appetite coaea «tth

eating" • the fttadaaaatal ooaaologloal probleaa waiea now

due to tba inflationary nodsl can ba ooaaidarad aa aolvad

(or йоге aodaatly, a poaalbility to aolra these probleaa

became risible) looked absolutely lapregnable, and tae

laportaaea of this aehiereaant aaisald aot be oadereatlaated.
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